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NEW PRODUCT:
KDD: (22x45 min.) The officers of Berlin’s Crime Watch deal with murder, armed robbery, kidnapping and embezzlement, yet they never give up.

ZDF’s Stolberg.

Stolberg: (14x1 hr.) Police inspector Martin Stolberg is a man one easily confides in, even in the bleakest and most depressing circumstances.

The Criminalist: (14x1 hr.) Chief Inspector Bruno Schumann is responsible for unsolved crimes in the heart of Berlin.

Hamburg Dockland: (47x45 min.) The hands-on chief inspector of Precinct 21 and his girlfriend, an emergency physician, are often involved in the same cases.

Update—The World in 50 Years: (3x52 min./3x43 min.) Sketches a compelling vision of the future, based on cutting-edge research and enhanced with CGI and reenactments.